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ABSTRACT 
 

All companies are trying to be more customer-centric by implementing new measures to enhance the 

consumer experience. One such measure recently implemented by many companies is “Social Media 

Customer Service”. According to J.D. Power, 67% of consumers have used a company’s social media 

support page for customer service issue.[5]  It has been reported that consumers can expect a reply 

within a couple of minutes from the support team regarding the severity of the issue. Fitbit is one such 

company, which has grown quite popular in the recent days. It has encouraged its customers to 

generate a buzz in social media by expressing their reviews, discussing the new product launch and 

utility of Fitbit in customer’s day-to-day life. However, on the flip side, Fitbit’s Twitter support page is 

flooded with issues that consumers are facing while using their products. There is at least one tweet 

(@FitbitSupport) every minute by a user or by the support team responding to a user’s complaint. The 

primary objective of this research is to categorize these complaints and figure out the major issues such 

as whether it's related to activity tracking, design, tech specs or application interactivity and so on. Since 

the tweets are model specific, we will compare if or not the issues are resolved between two 

generations of the product. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Fitness trackers are getting popular and many of the fitness tracker users rely on Fitbit to track their day 

to day activities. In the current era of social media, consumers usually express their reviews and 

feedback of a certain product on different social media channels like Twitter and Facebook. Imagine if 

we could analyze this data to gain better insights on different products and certain issues primarily 

related to Fitbit. We can review each product and most common issues related to that product. We can 

view a summarization of reviews of a certain product. This might turn out to be of great help to the 

support team as well to know whether or not their new models are able to resolve the preexisting 

complaints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jdpower.com/press-releases/2013-social-media-benchmark-study
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DATA PREPARATION 
 

The data preparation for our analysis was done using following steps: 

 Extracting the data from Twitter. 

 Importing the textual data (.csv file) in the SAS environment to create a SAS dataset. 

 Text parsing to convert the unstructured text to spreadsheet (structured) type format for ease 

of analysis and identify linguistic terms.  

 Text filtering to filter out the terms that have little to no information value. This will create more 

relevant topics in the analysis. 

 

DATA EXTRACTION 
 

The textual data (Fitbit customer comments) was collected from Twitter using web-scraping. This was 

done using TwitterSearch package in Python 2.7.10 . The web contents of the customer comments are 

parsed using HTML parser in Python. Irrelevant contents (@FitbitSupport replies to customer 

complaints) were removed using regular expressions in python. 

 

The data collected was in an unstructured format as follows: 

 

 
Figure 1: Twitter Data Collected (.csv) 

 

The customer comments and username columns were selected from extracted data for text analysis. 

 

Variable Name Level Description 

User ID Identifier variable 

Cust_comments Text Actual customer comments posted by the 
customer on Twitter. 

Table 1: Data Dictionary 
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Figure 2: Sample of Data Used for Text Analysis (.csv) 

 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
First, the comments were imported from the time span of January 1, 2016 – July 18, 2016. These 

comments were extracted using multiple search queries and only the first comment of a specific user 

was extracted with the intent of extracting only the complaint and not the conversation. Fitbit’s reply 

was also removed as it was mostly just to confirm or for sympathy. Then the data was imported into 

SAS® Enterprise MinerTM 14.1 and defined below is the process flow. 

 

 
Figure 3: Process Flow 

 

FILE IMPORT 
 

The text data (.csv file) was imported into the SAS environment using File import node in SAS® 

Enterprise MinerTM 14.1. The delimiter was set to comma. It contains 33,355 customer comments.  
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Figure 4: SAS File Import Node Property Panel Settings Text Parsing 

 

After importing the text data, the text parsing node was attached to it. This node was used with some 

customized settings in the property panel to convert the unstructured data into a structured format for 

ease of analysis. 

 

  
Figure 5: SAS Text Parsing Node Property Panel Settings  

 

The following properties were altered in the properties panel of the Text Parsing node: 

 Detect “Different Parts of Speech” was set to “No”. This eliminated the repetitive terms with 

different parts of speech. 

 “Find Entities” was set to “Standard”.  

 Abbr (e.g., i.e., wiz.), prop (by, with, about, until) and num (2, 4, 8, 6) parts of speech are 

ignored. Mainly because of date variable in our data, so it was full of numbers. 

 Address, currency, date, internet, location, measure, percent, person, phone, product, 

prop_misc, ssn, time, time_period, title, vehicle types of entities were ignored. 

 Num and punctuation types of attributes were ignored. 
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The text parsing node generated the terms by document matrix, which helped to identify the most 

frequently occurring terms along with the number of documents it occurred in. It also provided the 

terms that rarely appear. Ideally, the most important terms for analysis are the moderately used terms. 

 

 
Figure 6: Text Parsing Output 

 

The most frequently occurring terms were chargehr, sync, step, customer service, replacement, issue, 

update, band, battery, support, break etc. which makes sense, as we were analyzing Fitbit customer 

comments. 

 

TEXT FILTER 
 

After text parsing, the Text Filter node was added to reduce the number of terms used in the 

documents.  
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Figure 7: SAS Text Filter Node Property Panel Settings 

 

 

The following properties were altered in the properties panel of Text Parsing node: 

 “Check Spelling” was set to “Yes”. 

 English dictionary was used to identify and correct the spell check errors. 

 “Minimum Number of Documents” was set to 15.  This eliminated the terms that occurred less 

than 15 times in all the documents. 

 

The “Check Spelling” option corrected wrong spellings of words.  

 For example, “uninstalling” was corrected to “uninstalling”.  

 

 
Figure 8: Text Filtering Spell Check 

 

Interactive Filter Viewer was used to create a smaller set of custom synonyms and drop some irrelevant 

terms. For example, terms like “Fitbithr”, “hr” and “hrcharge” were treated as synonyms and grouped 

together as “chargehr”. 
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Figure 9: Exported Custom Synonyms SAS Dataset 

 

The text filter output indicated the terms that were kept for text analysis. As we can see in Figure 10, 

these terms were kept as they were related to Fitbit in some way or the other. 

 

 
Figure 10: Text Filter Output 
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CONCEPT LINKS 
 
 

Using Interactive Filter Viewer from the Text Filter Node properties panel, we observed the concept links 

indicating the strength of association of a few terms. We mostly concentrated on the different models of 

Fitbit to examine the most common issues associated with them. 

The term in the center was linked by its associated terms. The thickness of line defines the strength of 

association, with a wider line indicating a stronger association between those terms. Each link node can 

also be expanded to view its sub linked nodes to have a better idea of the relationship between the two 

major nodes. 

 
 

 

Figure 11: Concept Link for “Charge HR” 
 

 

The concept link in Figure 11 was for the Charge HR. The other terms (issues) related to this model were 

+strap (mostly concerned with break issues), +bubble (air bubble developing in the rubber band), +peel 

(Rubber strap peeling off), and stuck (band stuck on the loading screen). 

 
 

 
Figure 12: Concept Link for “Fitbit Blaze” 
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The concept link in Figure 12, for the Fitbit Blaze, shows that the primary terms (issues) associated with 

this product was logo (related to stuck on logo screen) and +new (related to new band purchase, i.e. 

discount and offers a customer get on its second Fitbit purchase which is 25% off).  Some additional links 

were indicated as well like upgrade and pairing issues. 

 

 
Figure 13: Concept Link for “Fitbit Alta” 
 

 

The Figure 13 concept link was for the Fitbit Alta and commonly associated terms (issues) were 

firmware, setup, pink (pink color band purchase), +wont (charge, sync, turn on), release doubts (we also 

extracted tweets from Feb’16, when the Alta was released), plug (charging plug) and where to buy. 

 

 
Figure 14: Concept link for “Fitbit Surge” 
 

The most common terms related to Surge (Figure 14) were a strap, replacement (because of 

malfunctioning), and +wrist (fell, small, loose-fitting, clasp, rash, fell); these were all band-related issues. 

We also found a numerous amount of positive feedback regarding the Fitbit Support page (e.g. Love). 
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Figure 15: Concept Link for “Fitbit Support Customer Service” 
 
 

 

Figure 15 shows the terms (feedback) related to Fitbit Support customer service, which comprised of 

mixed feelings from customers. Positive feedback was indicated in terms such as awesome, brilliant, and 

amazing.  Negative feedback was indicated in terms such as short and bad. Terms related to 

replacement arrived, defect, free, great, and strap. 

 

 

TEXT CLUSTERING 
 

 After filtering irrelevant terms and grouping similar terms using the Interactive Filter Viewer in Text 

Filter node, the Text Cluster node was used to group similar comments based on their terms and 

categorized those comments. The clustering algorithm used was Expectation-Maximization, as the 

clusters observed in starting were random and some words occurrences were not predictable or 

irrelevant to the context. Most suitable settings were “Number of Clusters: 5” and “Number of 

Descriptive Terms: 10” as the five cluster solution seemed to be well separated from each other. 

 

  

 

Figure 16: Text Clustering Node Output 
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The descriptive terms in the five cluster solution and their meaningful terms were as follows: 

 

Cluster 
ID 

Descriptive Terms Percentage Meaningful Category 

1 +work +sync +update +restart +connect +stuck 
+device +step +phone +reset 

7% Sync and Update Issues 

2 +blaze +logo +loose-fitting +new +issue +buy 
+screen +tracker +activity +exercise 

25% Fitibit Blaze related issues and 
purchase advice 

3 +good +cust service +great +know +problem 
+love +awesome +amazing +excellent +care 

20% Feedback on customer service 

4 +charging +battery +die +full +low +dead +light 
+plug +drained +port 

13% Battery Issues 

5 +chargehr +strap +bubble +broke +replacement 
+cust service +battery +charging +update  

36% Charge HR related issues 

Table 2: Descriptive Clusters Associated with Each Cluster and Documents Frequency 

 

 

TEXT TOPIC 
 

After connecting the Text Filter node in SAS® Enterprise MinerTM, the Text Topic node is attached. It 

enabled us to combine the terms into relevant topics for further analysis. 

 

 
Figure 17: SAS Text Topic Node Property Panel Settings 

 

The following properties were altered in the properties panel of Text Parsing node: 

 “Number of Multi-term topics” was set to “0”. 

 “Correlated Topics” was set to Yes. 

 As we were interested in comparing various Fitbit models, we created user topics. These user 

topics were defined after analyzing the results of text cluster node and concept links obtained in 

the text filter node. 
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Topic Id Topic Terms Explanation 

1 +pink +setup +update +phone +restart +sync +push 
+alta 

Alta_Issues 

2 +logo +upgrade +pair +text +issue +detail +new 
+loose-fitting +minute +blaze 

Blaze_Issues 

3 +bubble +strap +break +old +replacement +air 
+progressbar +update +fail +warranty +half-bar 
+chargehr +display +green +flash 

ChargeHR_Issues 

4 +cust service +good +great +awesome +excellent 
+step +count +happy +care +amazing 

Customer_Service 

5 +strap +Fitbit_charge +portion +battery +month +die 
+side +less +rubber +cheap +strong +disappoint 
+button +display +face 

Fitbit_charge_Issues 

6 +rubber +bulge +wrist +break +split +main +develop 
+peel +strap 

Strap_Issue 

Table 3: User Topics 

 

Because we wanted to focus on the various Fitbit models, the weight of a few terms was changed. The 

screen shot below indicates few of those terms along with their relevant topics and weight. 

 

 
Figure 18: User Topics with Terms and Weights for Text Topic Node 

 
After running, Text Topic node, we obtained the following results: 
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Figure 19: Text Topic Results  

 

In the Text Topic Viewer, we were able to see the customer comments related to the assigned user- 

defined topics. The output below displays the customer comments related to topic “ChargeHR_Issues” 

 

 
Figure 20: Topic Viewer Output 
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RULE-BASED MODEL FOR CATEGORIZATION 
 

After creation of clusters, a sample of 18,000 customer comments was generated from the result of 

clustered data with each document assigned to a specific category. 

 

Cust_comments variable was set as “Text” and TextCluster_cluster_ as “Target”. Splitting criteria were 

set to 70% for training and 30% for validation. All the properties of Text Parsing and Text Filter node 

were exactly the same as they were used for text clustering. 

 

 
Figure 21: Modeling Diagram for Generating Text Rules for Categorization 

 

We preferred using selection criteria as the misclassification rate and the Text Rule Builder node was run 

switching between three modes: Low, Medium and High setting for generalization error, purity of rules 

and exhaustiveness.  

Minimum misclassification rate for the validation data was found to be 27.3% when keeping these 

settings to low. This indicated the rule-based model was able to categorize around 73% of the actual 

data correctly. 

 

 
Figure 22: Fit Statistics for Text Rule Builder Node 

To understand what terms were used to categorize the reviews into the various categories, we looked at 

the rules that governed them. 

Figure 23: Classification Rules Obtained 

In Figure 23,  the rules to determine the ChargeHR related issues (target value: 5) contained terms like 

chargehr, bubble, battery, replacement, sync, update, charging etc. with a precision of 98.48%. 
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We scored the data with 2,500 observations to check if observations were correctly classified in the 

corresponding categories using score node in SAS® Enterprise MinerTM. 

 
Figure 24: Modeling Diagram to Score New Data Table 4: Cluster Categories 

 
Figure 25 indicates the output after running the “Score” node. 

 Figure 25: Scored Data Output 

 

CONCLUSION 

With the validation accuracy of around 73%, the text model performance was fairly reasonable given the 

unstructured format of the data in the real world. Customer comments play an important role in giving a 

fair idea of the issues that customers face. For example, many customers complained about the Fitbit 

model ChargeHR having issues such as air bubbles in the strap or the strap peeling. Consumers also 

seem to be highly satisfied with the Fitbit customer service.  

This research can help people who want value for their money to decide which Fitbit model they want to 

purchase. On the flip side, this could also be useful for Fitbit Inc. to identify issues in specific models and 

resolve them. This study can also help them to track how their newly released products are performing 

and what are customer review on the new products. Twitter is a good source to get customer insights. 
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